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Modality In Burmese: ‘May' Or ‘Must' - Grammatical Uses Of
yá ‘Get'
Abstract
The topic of this study is the grammaticalised uses of the verb yá ‘get' in Burmese. Occurring in
postverbal position, yá covers a number of functions, which are distinguished by syntactical means. I
will look at the historical development of the processes involved, as well as parallels in neighbouring
languages which suggest influence on or from Burmese. The main points to be investigated are 1. the
semantics of yá ‘get, 2. the difference between free and bound auxiliaries, and 3. the future vs.
non-future distinction made by verbal markers, all of which contribute to the grammatical uses of yá as
marker of OBLIGATION or PERMISSION/POSSIBILITY. Finally an attempt is made at explaining the
grammaticalisation processes in historical and general cognitive terms. 1
MODALITY IN BURMESE: ‘MAY’ OR ‘MUST’ –





The topic of this study is the grammaticalised uses of the verb yá ‘get’ in Burmese.
Occurring in postverbal position, yá covers a number of functions, which are distinguished
by syntactical means. I will look at the historical development of the processes involved, as
well as parallels in neighbouring languages which suggest influence on or from Burmese.
The main points to be investigated are 1. the semantics of yá ‘get, 2. the difference
between free and bound auxiliaries, and 3. the future vs. non-future distinction made by
verbal markers, all of which contribute to the grammatical uses of yá as marker of
OBLIGATION or PERMISSION/POSSIBILITY. Finally an attempt is made at explaining the
grammaticalisation processes in historical and general cognitive terms. 1
1. The semantics of the verb yá ‘get’
As a full verb, yá ‘get, receive’ expresses a non volitional event, excluding control by the
actor. The semantics of yá can be summarised as follows:
BECOME have´ (x,y);
x = recipient (actor) [-volition], [-control], [+human/high animate]
y = theme (undergoer) [± desirable]
The ACTOR/RECIPIENT remains inactive (physically or metaphorically), THEME comes to
RECIPIENT without his effort or influence, as seen in (1). Usually, but not necessarily, the
theme is conceived as something desirable. The expression in (2) sounds odd to some
native speakers, but is accepted by others.
(1) θú ʔəphe ś shi θwà taiiθu paiʔshã yá tɛ.
3:gen father :gen prox go each 3 money get NF
‘Each time he goes to see his father he gets some money.’
1 Most colloquial Burmese data were collected with language consultants from southern Burma.
Although mostly monolingual native speakers of Burmese with high school education, they
might exhibit some regional differences from speakers of standard Rangoon Burmese in the use
of grammatical elements including the ones described in this study. Transcription is in standard
IPA, but [y] is used for [j]. Tones are indicated by acute [á] for the short high tone and gravis [à]
for the long falling tone. The low-mid level tone is unmarked. Voicing of intervocalic
consonants is indicated only where lexically relevant.
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(2) ? θà ʔəʨauuʔəme douʔkhá ʔə-myà ʨì yá tɛ.
son because mother suffering DVL-much big get NF
‘The mother has to suffer a lot because of her son.’
The actor has no control/volition, so there are no imperative/prohibitive occurrences, as
seen in (3, 5).2 The verb yá does not normally occur in desiderative contexts, as in (7),
which, depending on context, is accepted by some speakers but not by others.
If control or volition of the actor is involved, yá is replaced by the activity verbs yu
‘take’ as in (4) or khã ‘accept’ as in example (6), or the inherently desiderative lo ‘want,
need’ (example (8)).
(3) * paiʔshã θwà yá lai  ʔ pa!
money go get IMPL POL
‘Go and get some money!’
(4) paiʔshã θwà yu lai  ʔ pa!
money go take IMPL POL
‘Go and get some money!’
(5) * di lo douʔkhá mə-yá pa n!
this sim suffering NEG-get POL PROH
* ‘Don’t get that suffering!’
(6) di lo douʔkhá (lɛʔ) mə-khã pa n!
this sim suffering (hand) NEG-accept POL PROH
‘Don’t accept that kind of suffering!’
(7) ? ʨən  ɔ paiʔshã yá ʨh  ĩ tɛ.
1m money get DES NF
‘I want to get some money.’
(8) ʨən  ɔ paiʔshã lo ʨh  ĩ tɛ.
1m money want DES NF
‘I want to get some money.’
Modal extensions are only possible with epistemic reading:
(9) ʨən  ɔ paiʔshã yá nãi tɛ.
1m money get POT NF
‘I might get some money.’
Summary of yá ‘get’:
X, which is always human or human-like, receives Y without own effort, control or
volition. Y can be desired (as in (1)) or (in many cases less idiomatically) undesired (as in
2 Some speakers accept imperative and prohibitive uses of fixed expressions containing yá, e.g.
θətí yá ‘remember’.
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(2)). Some backgrounded (often unidentified) entity (AGENT or FORCE) is implied as giver
of Y. The transfer of Y to X (from Z) may be physical or metaphorical, i.e. X may be
EXPERIENCER rather than RECIPIENT and Z may be STIMULUS rather than AGENT. The verb
yá can said to have anti-causative semantics, backgrounding an underlying agent.
Expressions involving yá can alternatively be expressed with pè ‘give’, adding the
backgrounded giver as subject and turning the original subject X into a marked object (ko):
X Y yá → Z X ko Y pè
2. Free vs. bound auxiliaries (V2s)
Burmese syntax is strictly verb-final. The pre-(main)verbal position in the verbal syntagma
is reserved for (partly grammaticalised) serial verbs indicating manner. Modal, aspectual
and other auxiliaries always appear after the main verb and may be either free or bound
morphemes. Some V2s behave like free morphemes in some constructions and like bound
morphemes in others. There is also some fluctuation between the two types. It may be
more accurate to speak of a continuum of boundness rather than seeing it as a binary
feature. Operators expressing aspect (changed vs. unchanged situation), politeness and
plurality are always bound morphemes and cannot be clearly seen as derived from full
verbs. The final slot is reserved for verbal markers (VM) indicating tense/status (see
section 3). As all V2s are believed to originate in full verbs, free morphemes are
historically more recent than bound morphemes. Most of the free and some of the bound
V2s still occur as full verbs, so that most modal constructions are semantically transparent,
as in (10), where the V2 give expresses a benefactive activity ‘buy for (someone)’
involving a physical transfer, while in (11) it functions as main verb.
(10) ʨən  ɔ θú ko sa.ʔou  ʔ tə-ʔou  ʔ w  ɛ pè tɛ.
1m 3:GEN OBJ book one-cl buy GIVE NF
‘I bought a book for him.’
(11) ʨən  ɔ θú ko sa.ʔou  ʔ tə-ʔou  ʔ pè tɛ.
1m 3:GEN OBJ book one-cl give NF
‘I gave him a book.’
Bound V2s are seen as older constructions exhibiting stronger grammaticalisation and
being linked more tightly to the main verb, both syntactically and semantically. Many
bound V2s occur as free morphemes in older stages of the language. While (12) is normal
spoken language, (13) is acceptable only in LB and sounds rather old fashioned.
(12) ʨən  ɔ θú ko pyò khaa ̀ i tɛ.
1m 3:GEN OBJ speak order NF
‘I order him to speak.’
(13) ??ʨən  ɔ khaiitɛ.
1m order NF
‘I ordered (it).’
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2.1 Syntactic differences between free and bound V2s
a. Subordinator
Free V2s can (in some cases must) be separated from the main verb by a subordinator as in
(14) and (15), while bound V2s always occur next to the main verb without intervening
subordinator, as in (16). The choice of subordinator can vary according to the semantics of
the auxiliary verb.
(14) ʨən  ɔ py ɔ̀ (ló) y ɛ̀ tɛ.
1m speak (sub) dare NF
‘I dare (to) speak.’
(15) θu gəzà (ló) ta  ʔ tɛ.
3 play (sub) know.how NF
‘He knows how to play.’
(16) ʨən  ɔ mṍu sà ʨh  ĩ tɛ. (*mṍu sà ló ʨh  ĩ tɛ)
1m sweets eat DES NF
‘I’d like to eat some sweets.’
b. Negation
The negation pattern for free V2s is either NEG-V V2 as in (17) or V (SUB) neg-V2 as seen
in (18). The latter negation pattern is more common in CB and the only possible
construction for some V2s. Bound V2s can be negated only with the pattern neg-V V2, as
in (19).
(17) ʨən  ɔ mə-py ɔ̀ y ɛ̀ phù. (= py ɔ̀ mə-y ɛ̀ phù)
1m NEG-speak dare NEG
‘I don’t dare to speak.’
(18) θu gəzà (ló) mə-ta  ʔ phù. (= mə-gəzà ta  ʔ phù)
3 play (SUB) NEG-know.how NEG
‘He doesn’t know how to play.’
(19) ʨən  ɔ mṍu mə-sà ʨh  ĩ phù. (*mṍu sà mə-ʨh  ĩ phù)
1m sweets neg-eat DES NEG
‘I don’t want to eat any sweets.’
c. Stand-alone
Only free V2s can occur as one word expressions, e.g. as a short answer to a question
containing the same auxiliary, as shown in (20). Bound auxiliaries must always occur with
a main verb, as seen by the ungrammaticality of (21).
(20) yt  ɛ ~ mə-yphuu , ta  ʔ t  ɛ ~ mə-ta  ʔ phù
‘I dare ~ I don’t dare’, ‘I can ~ I cannot’
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(21) ?? khaiit  ɛ ~ ?mə-khaiiphù, *ʨh  ĩ t  ɛ ~ *mə-ʨh  ĩ phù
‘I ordered ~ I didn’t order’, ‘I want to ~ I don’t want to’
3. Verbal markers (VM) t  ɛ and m  ɛ - modality, status or tense?
a. REALIS vs. IRREALIS or NON-FUTURE vs. FUTURE
The verbal syntagma in Burmese ends in a VM, i.e. an operator indicating tense and/or
status. The VM is the only obligatory element in a verbal syntagma besides the main verb,
while aspect, direction, manner, and modality markers are syntactically optional. The main
VMs in colloquial Burmese are the following:
tɛ NON-FUTURE (NF)
mɛ FUTURE




Lack of a VM is usually interpreted as IMPERATIVE. The NEGATIVE and PROHIBITIVE VMs
always occur with a negated verb (main verb or auxiliary), while the HORTATIVE VM is
only used with the verbal plural marker ʨá . The NF/FUT distinction is lost in negative
contexts, unless the verbal syntagma is nominalised or used attributively (with some
marginal exceptions).
In the present discussion the two VMs indicating NON-FUTURE and FUTURE are of
special interest.
b. NON-FUTURE
The non-future marker tɛ (and its attributive form tɛ́ and nominalised form ta ) indicates
that a situation holds at the time of speaking (22) or has occurred earlier (23), or that it is
construed as certain or generally true. Burmese grammars explain tɛ simply as a “sentence
closing word” (Myanmar Language Commission 1999:335) or as a verbal affix (kəríyawíbaʔ
) of “past” and “present” tense:
θi , ʔiʔ and pi cannot be used on their own as present tense or past tense verbal
suffixes. The [temporal] meaning of the sentence depends on the temporal phrases in
the same sentence to distinguish past and present meanings. (Myanmar Language
Commission 2005:15)
This VM has been described as realis marker by most western authors (e.g. Allott
1965:288 “realized”, F. K. L. Chit Hlaing and other papers in Watkins (ed.) 2005). This
label is challenged by (24), which describes a past-unrealised situation. Sentence (25)
clearly has future reference, thus challenging the analysis as NON-FUTURE. This expression
seems to be rather isolated and the use of the nf VM may be explained by the fact that it is
now already clear that the speaker will be free the next day. Another possible explanation
is that tɛ expresses certainty rather than reality or past-present tense. Gärtner states that the
marker tɛ fulfils
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a twofold task: [...] it marks events happening at any time except the future, under
certain circumstances it can also indicate determination with respect to future action,
overweighing tense. (Gärtner 2005:109)
This double function explains the seemingly contradictory use in sentence (25).
(22) ʔəkhú ʨənɔ thəmi ̀ ̃  sà ne tɛ.
now 1m rice eat STAY NF
‘I am eating now.’
(23) məné ká ʨənɔ yã.kõu θwà tɛ.
yesterday ABL 1m Rangoon go NF
‘Yesterday I went to Rangoon.’
(24) məné ká ʨənɔ ʔà yĩ ʨənɔ di ko la ta pɔ́.
yesterday ABL 1m free COND 1m this OBJ come NF:NML RINF
‘If I had been free yesterday I would have come here.’
(25) mənɛʔ.phyã ʨənɔ ʔà tɛ.
tomorrow 1m free NF
‘I’ll be free tomorrow.’
c. FUTURE
Labelled FUTURE tense by older authors (including Burmese indigenous grammars, e.g.
Myanmar Language Commission 1999:242 as “word indicating future tense”), the VM mɛ
(with the attributive and nominalised variants mɛ́ and hma respectively) is often analysed
as IRREALIS marker (e.g. Allott, 1965:288 “unrealized”, Watkins (ed.) 2005). While (26) is
plain FUTURE, there are obvious non-future contexts, such as (27) and (28). The former can
be seen as expressing uncertainty (the same sentence with the VM t  ɛ instead of mɛ
indicates a stronger assumption), the latter probably indicates relative future tense (if the
second clause is not to be translated as ‘... I would give you some money’, i.e. FUTUREIRREALIS).
According to some speakers, hma can be replaced in this sentence with ta
without obvious change in meaning. As a the notion of ‘predictiveness’ is part of the
semantics of future tense, modal use (hypothetical, assumptive, speculative) of future tense
markers is very common cross-linguistically.
(26) mənɛʔ.phyã ʨən  ɔ yã.kõu θwà mɛ.
tomorrow 1m Rangoon go FUT
‘I will go to Rangoon tomorrow.’
(27) ʔəkhú θu sa yè ne mɛ/t  ɛ th  ĩ tɛ.
now 3 letter write stay FUT/NF think NF
‘I think he is writing letters right now.’
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(28) məné ká ʔəlou  ʔ la lou  ʔ y  ĩ ʨən  ɔ paiʔshã pè hma p.
yesterday ABL work come do COND 1m money give FUT:NML RINF
‘If you had come to work yesterday I would have given you money.’
The difference NF-FUT is neutralised in some kinds of subordinate clauses, as can be seen
in the conditional clause of (28).
The distinction made by the VMs t  ɛ and m  ɛ seems to be one of tense intermingled
with degree of certainty, i.e. t  ɛ indicates NON-FUTURE/CERTAIN and mɛ
FUTURE/SPECULATIVE. This description is compatible with Gärtner’s analysis (Gärtner
2005:107) of m  ɛ (and related forms) as indicating “hypothetical events: things that might
happen or might have happened”. Events that, given other circumstances, would have
happened as in (24) are marked as NON-FUTURE/CERTAIN, as there is no uncertainty or
speculation about their happening (or rather not having happened). I prefer the analysis as
tense rather than modality (REALIS/IRREALIS, s. Comrie 1985:50f, cf. also Bybee 1998) for
a number of reasons, including the compatibility of t  ɛ with past counterfactual events and
the obligatoriness of m  ɛ in future contexts, but not in modal contexts. Further research is
required in this field, as in most aspects of Burmese grammar.
4. Grammaticalisation of yá ‘get’
Grammaticalised yá appears already in Pagán period inscriptions of the 11th and 12th
centuries. The Old Burmese (OB) text is given here in traditional transliteration together
with a Colloquial Burmese (CB) translation.
(29) ṅr  ī ʔalu  ṁ ro  ṅ ruy way ra so mliy (OB)
ɲi ko ʔà.louuyauupì w  ɛ yá t ɛ́ mye (CB)
y.brother OBJ all sell SEQ buy get NF:ATTR land
‘the land which I was able to buy after I had sold everything to my younger brother’
(Ohno 2005: 295)
(30) min taw m  ū piy rak  ā puka  ṁ niy ra ʔeʔ. (OB)
meiit  ɔ mu pè yəkà bəgã hma ne yá tɛ. (CB)
order royal do give since Pagán LOC stay GET NF
‘Since the king has ordered it, he could stay in Pagán.’ (Ohno 2005: 295)
(31) ʔarimittiy  ā purh  ā skha  ṅ ʔa-ph  ū ra ciy. (OB)
ʔərímiʔtèyá phəyà θəkh  ĩ mə-phù yá pa se.3 (CB)
Arimetteya holy lord NEG-behold GET POL let
‘Let them not be able to behold the Lord Arimetteya.’
(Taw Sein Ko and Duroiselle 1919: 23, 25)
In all these examples yá ‹ra› expresses deontic modality, i.e. the ability as in (29) or
possibility/permission as in (30) and (31) of the subject to do something. In (29) and (30)
‹ra› occurs with the NON-FUTURe operator. The absence of a subordinator and the preverbal
position of the negation marker ‹ʔa-› suggest that grammaticalised ‹ra› was used as a
3 The word order in modern Burmese optative expressions is irregular, with the causative marker
after the politeness particle.
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bound V2 already in OB. OBLIGATIVe modality ‘must’ in OB is expressed by the unrelated
operator ‹raa ›, originally maybe a nominaliser.
The use as potential modal can also be seen in classical Literary Burmese (LB), e.g.
in the 19th c. Konbaungzet Mahayazawin-daw-kyi chronicle:
(32) θu tó phãu-t  ɔ th  ɛʔ tw  ĩ lai  ʔ yá θi.
3 PL raft-ROY aboveLOC follow GET NF
‘They could/were allowed to go with them on the royal raft.’ (MYK2:121)
(33) mí bá tó sò.ʔou  ʔ θí taii-nãi.ŋã ko hmyá
mother father pl rule NF:ATTR dominion-country OBJ as.much.as
mə-sò.ʔou  ʔ yá pa, hãθawəti nãi.ŋã ko sò.ʔou  ʔ yá pa θi.
NEG-rule GET POL Pegu country OBJ rule GET POL NF
‘I cannot rule over the whole country which my parents ruled, but I can rule over
Pegu country.’ (MYK2:238)
Sentence (34) shows yá with the future VM, indicating obligative modality:
(34) ʔəphò ŋwe khuni  ʔ peiʔtha ŋà sh  ɛ pè yá myi.
value silver seven viss 5 10 give GET FUT
‘They had to give the value of seven viss and fifty [ticals] in silver.’ (MYK2:111)
Both potential and obligative uses show yá as a bound V2, i.e. occurring directly after the
main verb in (32) and employing the negation pattern m  ə -V yá as in (33).
The 20th century Burmese version of the historical novel Yazadayit gives an altered
picture of the use of yá as a modal auxiliary, corresponding to present day LB or Formal
Burmese (FB) usage. While the OBLIGATIVE operator is still a bound morpheme as seen in
(35), the POTENTIAl operator is separated from the verb by a subordinator, i.e. it has
developed into a free morpheme, as in (36) and (37).4
(35) [sh  ĩ myà ko] ɲá.ne ʨá hly  ĩ myó twi h̀ ̃ hnai  ʔ θa thà
elephant PL OBJ evening fall when town inside LOC only keep
yá myi hú byĩ.ɲà nw ɛ́ meiiθ i.
GET FUT QUOT lord Nwe order NF
‘Byinnya Nwe ordered: “In the evening you must keep the elephants inside the
town.”’. (YDY:115)
(36) tə.kha.tə.yã khəlè ŋo  θɔ ʨh.mywé mə-yá.
sometimes child cry COND sooth SUB NEG-GET
‘Sometimes when a child weeps one cannot sooth him.’ (YDY:224)
4 POTENTIAL yá is used as a bound morpheme in FB in some conventionalised expressions
involving verbs of perception (ʨà yá t  ɛ ‘can hear’, my  ĩ yá t  ɛ ‘can see’ etc.).
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(37) tə-ph  ɛʔ hni t́ ̃ tə-ph  ɛʔ ʔənãi-ʔəɕoou yu ywé mə-yá ʨá pa.
one-side with one-side victory-defeat take SUB NEG-GET PL POL
‘Neither side could win or lose.’ (YDY:227)
In CB, there seems to be a strong tendency (maybe dialectal southern Burmese?) to drop
the subordinator in POTENTIAL contexts and to restrict the NON-FUTURE operator to the
POTENTIAL reading, while OBLIGATIVE yá remains a bound operator which most commonly
co-occurs with the fut marker. Compare the FB and CB expressions in (38) and (39).
(38) a.ʨən  ɔ di né pw ɛ̀ θwà ló yá  θə là? (FB)
b. ʨən  ɔ di né pw ɛ̀ θwà yá là? (CB)
1m this day festival go SUB GET NF Q
‘May I go to the temple fair today?’
(39) a. di né ʨən  ɔ ʨauut  ɛʔ yá mə/  θə là? (FB)
b.d i né ʨən  ɔ ʨauut  ɛʔ yá m  ə là? (CB)
this day 1m school go.up GET FUT/NF Q
‘Do I have to go school today?’
The affirmative and negative answers to the above questions are given in (40) and (41):
(40) a. θwà ló yá tɛ. θwà ló mə-yá phù. (FB)
b. yá tɛ. mə-yá phù. (CB)
go SUB GET NF go SUB NEG-GET neg
‘Yes.’ ‘No.’
(41) t  ɛʔ yá mɛ. mə-t  ɛʔ yá phù. (FB & CB)
go.up GET FUT NEG-go.up GET NEG
‘Yes.’ ‘No.’
The modal uses of yá can be summarised as follows:
Table 1: Development of yá
Potential Obligative
OB (11th c.) V-ra [+bound], NF (?) (V-r  ā )
LB (19th c.) V-yá , [+bound], NF (?) V-yá , [+bound], FUT (?)
FB (20th c.) V SUB yá [-bound] V-yá [+bound]
CB (21st c.) V (SUB) yá [-bound], NF V-yá [+bound], FUT
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5. Explanations
Three points require an explanation:
1. Semantic development (‘get’ > POTENTIAL and OBLIGATIVE)
2. Development from bound morpheme to free morpheme in FB and CB
3. The unusual exploitation of the NF-FUT distinction for POTENTIAL-OBLIGATIVE
5.1 The semantics
As shown above, the verb yá indicates a situation that occurs to the subject without his
own efforts and is beyond his control. Allott (1965:305) states that “ya . denotes a
predetermined course (of action) about which the agent of the verb (if there is one) has no
choice.” She goes on giving examples of different uses, some requiring the translation
‘have to’ while others must be interpreted as ‘can, may’. Allott then concludes that
[i]f we examine a series of sentences containing the auxiliary verb ya. we get a large
variety of translation equivalents, but it seems clear that we are dealing with only
one word in Burmese. (ibid.)
There is no question that from the Burmese point of view we are dealing with a single
lexeme yá which covers a rather wide range of meanings and functions, but still the
POTENTIAL and OBLIGATIVE functions are kept apart syntactically (s. 5.2). A conceptual
parallel can be seen in Tagalog NON-VOLITIVE mood (named POTENTIVE by some authors),
which is used to express actions or events over which the actor has no control or which the
actor does not initiate (s. Kroeger 1993:80ff).
The verb ‘get’ has developed grammatical functions in many Southeast Asian
languages (s. especially Enfield 2003), usually as a postverbal modal indicating ABILITY
and POSSIBILITY. This is easily explainable as grammaticalised function of a serial verb
construction such as (42):
(42) khǎw càp plaa ɗây. (Thai)
3 catch fish get
‘He can catch fish’ (< ‘he catches fish and gets one/some’)
The use is then extended to purely modal contexts (with some languages retaining the old
construction with different syntax), in some languages covering both deontic and epistemic
modality. In most languages the postverbal modal GET is a free morpheme.
The other common development is into a preverbal auxiliary, indicating that
“V is true, and that this is because of something else that had happened or had
become the case prior to this.” (Enfield 2003:142).
Enfield’s description is kept rather vague in order to cover all functions of preverbal GET in
his language sample (which does not include Burmese). The translations obtained range
from ‘have (had) an opportunity to V (and thus V)’ to ‘V-ed in the past’, ‘get to V’ and
‘have to V’ in some instances. The latter is seen by Enfield as a pragmatic implicature or
possible connotation rather than as an entailment of GET V, as is the past connotation
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present in many contexts. Preverbal get is a bound morpheme in most (if not all) languages
exhibiting this morpheme.
In Burmese the form V-yá can have the same function as get V in other Southeast
Asian languages in some (usually negated) contexts, but this use is rather marginal and
may be a more recent development under influence from Mon (or Thai/Shan).
In Burmese there are two possible explanations for the grammatical functions of yá :
1. V-yá developed out of a grammaticalised serial verb construction or resultative
verb compound, as the postverbal GET in Thai and other languages.
2. V-yá describes the result of some (prior) causative situation, which is beyond the
control of the subject. This implicit causative situation is backgrounded.
While the first development can explain the potential use of yá (which indeed seems to be
the original function of V-yá ) it fails to explain the obligative reading and the boundness of
yá in older texts. The second approach is more promising in both respects and corresponds
well with Enfield’s explanation for preverbal get and with the semantics of yá outlined in
section 1 above.
We may explain the V-yá construction as a kind of “anticausative”, i.e. the focus is
taken away from an entity or situation causing the event described by V:
Y CAUSE X V → X (DO/MAY/MUST) V
or (in Burmese)
Y X-obj V-se → X V-yá
The implicit causing event can be foregrounded and expressed in FB by the postverbal
auxiliary se ‘let, make so. do sth.’, a standard translation for Pali causatives (s. Okell
1965:203). The causative expression can have permissive or jussive reading, explaining the
ambiguity of the V-yá construction.
In CB V-se is replaced by V-khaai, with the semantically transparent khaa ̀ i
‘command, order’ in jussive contexts and the syntactically irregular pè V (with preverbal
‘give’) in permissive contexts.5 This latter construction is obviously a very recent
innovation not used in standard language and is seen by some authors as being the result of
influence from Mon (s. Okano 2005).6
Applying the notion of Talmy’s force dynamics analysis (Talmy 2000 vol. 1, ch.7),
one can say that an expression X V-yá indicates that
a. an unnamed Antagonist (Y) fails to overcome the Agonist’s (X) disposition towards
motion (i.e. V) [if it is X’s desire to V] or
b. an unnamed Antagonist (Y) overcomes the Agonist’s (X) disposition towards rest
(i.e. not-V) [if it is X’s desire not to V] or
5 For some speakers at least preverbal pè can also have jussive meaning, corresponding to Thai
and Mon usage.
6 The parallelism is more perfect in Thai and Mon, where the causative expression involves the
preverbal operator GIVE, i.e. the semantic opposite of ‘get’, with both JUSSIVE and PERMISSIVE
readings. The corresponding GET-V construction does not have OBLIGATIVE reading in either
language, though.
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c. an unnamed Antagonist (Y) causes the Antagonist (X) to V [if X’s disposition
toward motion or rest is neutral or unspecified].
Semantically, a. appears to be the older use in Burmese. The use b. is a pragmatically
based extension, i.e. a logic interpretation in situations where V is seen as unwanted by X.
The common factor is that V-yá expresses a caused situation, differing in the disposition of
the Agonist (and therefore the direction of the causing force or Antagonist). The third
(marginal) function of yá (corresponding to preverbal GET in other languages) shows an
neutral or unspecified disposition of the Agonist towards motion or rest, and a (rather
weak) Antagonist causing the Agonist to V. This explanation is perfectly in line with
Enfield’s analysis of preverbal GET in other Southeast Asian languages quoted above.7 As
especially a. and b. came to be perceived as different notions, different means came to be
applied to keep these notions apart. The means employed will be discussed in 5.2 and 5.3.
The semantic development or extension from POTENTIAL to OBLIGATIVE readings or
vice versa, though cross-linguistically rare, is not cognitively impossible and can be seen in
some other languages. Swedish få (from a verb meaning ‘catch’) means both ‘may’ and
‘must’, depending on context, and dürfen means ‘may’ in New High German, but its
meaning in Old High German was ‘need’, showing the inverse development.
5.2 The syntactic development
We have seen above that in older stages of the language yá appears as a bound operator,
while in later stages it is a free operator in one function (POTENTIAL). This development is
rather unusual, as it seems to go against the normal paths of grammaticalisation processes
(unidirectionality: a free form can become a bound form, but not the other way round).
One possible explanation for this unexpected development may be internal
restructuring. As the constructions involving grammaticalised ‘get’ are transparent in all
languages of the region (‘get’ is never fully grammaticalised, i.e. it always also retains its
lexical meaning), restructuring of the expressions is always possible. As V-yá took over a
new meaning as OBLIGATIVE, the POTENTIAL could have been re-invented along the lines of
the explanation given above, i.e. as a serial verb construction, in order to keep the two
functions more clearly apart. The use of the subordinator ywé in LB, which corresponds to
both ló ‘that, because’ and pì ‘SEQUENTIAL’ in CB obviously supports this explanation. The
expression in (43) could be paraphrased as ‘Because he (tried to) catch fish, he got one.’ or
‘He (tried to) catch fish and then he got one.’
(43) FB θu ŋà pha ỳ ̃ ywé yá θi.
CB θu ŋà pha l̀ ̃ ló/pì yá tɛ.
3 fish catch SUB/SEQ GET NF
‘He can/may catch fish.’
This re-invention of the pre-existing construction may have been reinforced by
corresponding expressions in the neighbouring languages (especially Thai and Mon), with
which Burmese has had intensive contact for many centuries. It is remarkable that the
(preverbal) OBLIGATIVE marker in Mon (th from ‘(be) hit’) also is a bound operator, while
7 c. is here tentatively added to cover the third meaning of yá constructions. Further detailed
investigation is needed to account for this function in Burmese and other SE Asian languages.
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postverbal GET for POTENTIAL is a free form. The situation in Burmese thus corresponds
syntactically to Mon, although the lexemes involved are different. Sentences (44) and (45)
are Mon translations of the Burmese examples given in (38) and (39) above, together with
the corresponding positive and negative answers.
(44) ŋu  ə n  ɔʔ ʔu  ə ʔa wɲ pu  ə kʔ ha? (ʔa) kʔ. / (ʔa) hʔ kʔ.
day this 1s go play festival GET Q (go) GET (go) NEG GET
(45) ŋu  ə n  ɔʔ ʔu  ə tɛhhtɒn ph ɛ ha? tɛhhtɒn. / hʔ tɛhhtɒn.
day this 1s HIT go.up school Q HIT go.up NEG hit go.up
Burmese in turn has obviously influenced Shan, where preverbal get together with
FUT/IRREALIS marking is used to indicate obligation (46) (unlike other Tai languages,
which employ other auxiliaries to express obligation and necessity) and postverbal
potential GET is used as a bound morpheme like in older Burmese but unlike other Tai
languages (47).
(46) t  ě lɐi h  ɐɯ kón pěn nn wi.
FUT GET GIVE person be(.sick) lie.down KEEP
‘You must let the sick person lie down.’
(47) nŋʔ m lám lɐi.
y.sibling NEG guess GET
‘I cannot guess it.’
There seem therefore to be two layers of grammaticalisation, the results of both still being
used in modern Burmese. The first development was an extension of the semantic structure
of yá to take a sentential complement, first expressing permission (corresponding to a
desired theme), later including obligation (corresponding to the more marginal use with
undesired themes). Later a serial verb construction was grammaticalised to cover the
ability meaning. A more extensive analysis of available historical linguistic data both
within and outside Burmese is likely to shed more light on the direction of influence and
path(s) of grammaticalisation involved.
5.3 The NF-FUT distinction
The last point to be explained is the grammaticalisation of the NON-FUTURE/FUTURE
distinction in CB (at least in some areas). This distinction is present only in CB, where the
subordinator ló (obligatory in FB in most contexts) is usually dropped (but it is retained in
example (50) below). Compare the similar situations expressed in sentences (48)-(49), the
first without modal and NF VM, the second with OBLIGATIVE modality and FUT VM. (46)
has the same temporality (this week) but the choice is for the NF VM to be used with
potential modality. The FUTURE/FUTURE distinction is used for POTENTIAL/OBLIGATIVE
distinction consistently only in present time or general contexts. In past and future contexts
the tense distinction is retained, overriding the modal function of the VM m  ɛ and t  ɛ .
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(48) di ʔəpa  ʔ t ɔ́ ɲ á.ne paiiʔə lou  ʔ shi t̀ ̃ tɛ.
this week CHNG evening part work go.down NF
‘This week I work evening shift.’
(49) di ʔəpa  ʔ né taiimənɛʔ.kh  ĩ ʔə-s ɔ̀ʨ ì thá yá mɛ.
this week day every morning DVL-early big get.up GET FUT
‘This week I have to get up early every day.’
(50) di ʔəpa  ʔ ʔeiʔ-ya thá nauʔ.ʨá ló yá tɛ.
this week sleep-place get.up late SUB GET NF
‘This week I can get up late.’
Apart from being a means to keep different functions apart, there might be some deeper
cognitive reason behind the choice of NF for POTENTIAL and FUT for OBLIGATIVE modality.
Probably obligative expressions are more closely linked with future tense in that it makes
more sense pragmatically to talk about a situation that has to occur at some point in the
future than situations that had to occur in the past. Many Burmese speakers avoid
constructing sentences expressing NECESSITY or OBLIGATION with past reference. In these
cases the plain verb is preferred. Bybee et al. (1994:258) state that apart from DESIRE “the
other common agent-oriented pathway to future is that of obligation.” This can be seen in
many languages around the world, indicating the rather strong link between the two
notions. In Burmese the pre-existing category FUTURE seems to have favoured the
OBLIGATION reading of the modal auxiliary rather than the other way round. A similar
connotation can be seen in German sentences like (51), where the future tense is used to
(indirectly) express an obligation:
(51) Du wirst das heute noch machen.
2s FUT:2S DEM:ns today yet do:INF
‘You will (= have to) do this today.’
Ability on the other hand is rarely exploited to express future (Bybee et al. have only one
language, Cantonese in their sample). They state (p. 266) that
grams marking one or more of the meanings ability, root possibility, permission, and
epistemic possibility are quite common, but their development into future markers is
apparently not common.
Permission or ability to do something is obviously more closely related to non-future tense.
This distinction may have psychological reasons: The (desired) permission to V is seen to
be present before the event has started, while the (undesired) obligation is put off to the
future i.e. the actual start of the situation/activity (‘I will have to V’). The NF-FUT
distinction to disambiguate the different kinds of modality is not fully grammaticalised, but
it seems to be enough conventionalised that some speakers are unsure as to the correct
expression of FUTURE POTENTIAL situations. Some prefer V yá nf while others insist on V
yá FUT. In both cases yá remains a free operator. Without context, most speakers interpret
yá t  ɛ as ABILITIVE and yá m  ɛ as OBLIGATIVE.
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In epistemic function (NECESSITATIVE/ASSUMPTIVE), V-yá FUT is preferred,
probably expressing a lower degree of certainty expressed by the FUT VM.8 POTENTIAL
epistemic modality is expressed by another V2 (nãi ‘win, overcome’), as seen in sentence
(9) above.
6. Conclusion
In Burmese, like in most or all languages of Southeast Asia, the verb meaning ‘get’ has
developed different modal meanings. This grammaticalised use of get can be observed
already in Old Burmese inscriptions. The stages of the grammaticalisation of the verb ‘get’
can be summarised as follows:
 V-yá expresses non-volitional, uncontrolled events (anticausative), usually positive
for the actor → POTENTIAL modality (parallel to semantics of full verb yá with
theme wanted/desired by RECIPIENT).,
 Use is extended to OBLIGATIVE modality (corresponding to main verb use of yá
with THEME unwanted by RECIPIENT); old obligative marker is gradually replaced
(still present in literary language).
 Potential modality is re-introduced from grammaticalised use of biclausal
construction expressing ACTIVITY (volitional, conative) and RESULT (non-volitional,
no control), possibly influenced by Mon and/or Thai usage (constructions
semantically transparent in all languages) → new free operator for potential
modality, occurring with subordinator.
 Subordinator is dropped in colloquial language, leading to ambiguity in some
constructions → new distinction made based on pre-existing NON-FUTURE/FUTURE
distinction (not fully grammaticalised, maybe dialectal), consistent mainly in
present or general contexts, much less in past and future, where NONFUTURE and
FUTURE are used to marked tense distinction.
The development of potential modality (root possibility) in modern Burmese has been
shown to be a case of re-grammaticalisation of the lexeme ‘get’ rather than direct
development from a bound to a free operator. It seems possible that neighbouring
languages such as Thai and especially Mon had their share of influence in the latter
development. It is obvious that mutual influence including structural and semantic
borrowing (calques) plays an important part in the history of the Southeast Asian
languages, which have been in close contact for at least a thousand years. This influence in
many cases resulted in reinforcing or accelerating language internal change such as
grammaticalisation and restructuring of functional morphemes. Much of this mutual
influence remains to be investigated, taking into account a greater corpus of historical
stages of Burmese as well as of the neighbouring languages.
8 The epistemic function of V-yá m  ɛ is secondary and seems to be a more recent innovation,
maybe an example of English influence in Burmese structure.
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Abbreviations:
ATTR Attributive IMPL Impulsive action POL Politeness particle
CHNG Change of event/topic INF Infinitive PROX Proximative
CL Classifier LOC Locative QUOT Quotation marker
COND Conditional NF Non-future RINF Reinforcement of proposition
DES Desiderative NML Nominaliser SEQ Sequential
DVL Deverbaliser OBJ Object SUB Subordinator
FUT Future PL Plural
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